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Sugar Plum Ballerinas: Sugar Plums To The Rescue!
A retelling of the classic story of Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker ballet, featuring an African American grandmother and her family and set in
Harlem.
Explores the artistic side of baking with recipes that use sculpture, painting, and many other unique techniques to create edible works of
art.
Discusses the nature and value of good manners and how they enhance the relationship between individuals in society.
The tale of Nutcracker, written by E.T.A. Hoffmann in 1816, has fascinated and inspired artists, composers, and audiences for almost two
hundred years. It has retained its freshness because it appeals to the sense of wonder we all share. In this original version, a Marie
worries about a beautiful nutcracker that's been broken. At night, she goes to check up on it. To her surprise, it has come alive, and a
story-within-the-story begins: armies of mice and toy soldiers battle in what is either the child's delirious nightmare, or perhaps another
reality into which she wanders. Includes vintage illustration!
Sprinklebakes
Sugar Plum Ballerinas: Terrible Terrel
Legends of the Black Forest (Book Three)
Resources of the Southern Fields and Forests, Medical, Economical, and Agricultural
The Fairytale Hairdresser and the Sugar Plum Fairy
Dessert Recipes to Inspire Your Inner Artist
Presents illustrated versions of the title poem and seven others, including "Fiddle-Dee-Dee" and "Wynken, Blynken, and Nod."
Some curses aren’t meant to be broken . . . Lady Griselle Mottern is cursed. On her sixteenth birthday, an evil wizard transformed Griselle into a wolflike beast because of a past misdeed by one of her
ancestors. Now, with her twenty-first birthday approaching, Griselle has only a few days left to make a boy fall in love with her, or the curse will become permanent, and she will forever be a beast. But
breaking the curse isn’t Griselle’s only problem. An evil is lurking in the forest, one that is creeping closer and closer to her castle. Griselle will have to summon all her beastly strength to defeat this evil,
even if it means dooming herself forever . . . Note: This 7,000-word short story originally appeared in the Von Flusshexen und Meerjungfrauen German-language anthology in 2020.
A coveted invitation to a "popular" girl's party has Julep hoping for an exciting life beyond her invisible middle child status, but a disastrous event forces her to choose between her newfound social status
and the family that needs her.
Jessica is worse than worried when she learns that the Nutcracker School of Ballet might lose its lease! Life just wouldn't be the same without the ballet classes she shares with her Sugar Plum sisters. Her
problems mount when she rescues an adorable stray kitty on her way home from class. The animal shelters can't take the cat for weeks, so Jessica hopes the cat can live at the Nutcracker School in the
meantime. But the school is already in trouble, and a cat could be just what the landlord needs to bring down the curtain on the ballerinas-permanently.
The Most Incredible Thing
Sugar Plums to the Rescue!.
Whoopi's Big Book of Relationships
I'm a Pretty Little Black Girl!
The Life and Ballets of Lev Ivanov
Mr. and Mrs. Bunny--Detectives Extraordinaire!
The Nutcracker is the most popular ballet in the world, adopted and adapted by hundreds of communities across the United States and Canada every Christmas season. In this
entertainingly informative book, Jennifer Fisher offers new insights into the Nutcracker phenomenon, examining it as a dance scholar and critic, a former participant, an observer of
popular culture, and an interviewer of those who dance, present, and watch the beloved ballet. Fisher traces The Nutcracker’s history from its St. Petersburg premiere in 1892 through
its emigration to North America in the mid-twentieth century to the many productions of recent years. She notes that after it was choreographed by another Russian immigrant to the
New World, George Balanchine, the ballet began to thrive and variegate: Hawaiians added hula, Canadians added hockey, Mark Morris set it in the swinging sixties, and Donald Byrd
placed it in Harlem. The dance world underestimates The Nutcracker at its peril, Fisher suggests, because the ballet is one of its most powerfully resonant traditions. After starting life
as a Russian ballet based on a German tale about a little girl’s imagination, The Nutcracker has become a way for Americans to tell a story about their communal values and
themselves.
The princess’s hand in marriage was promised to the man who could accomplish the most incredible thing. He would also receive half of the Kingdom. All the young men, and the notPage 1/5
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so-young men, dreamt of this prize and would do their best to achieve the most incredible things... Hans Christian Andersen (1805-1875) was a Danish author, poet and artist.
Celebrated for children’s literature, his most cherished fairy tales include "The Emperor's New Clothes", "The Little Mermaid", "The Nightingale", "The Steadfast Tin Soldier",
"The Snow Queen", "The Ugly Duckling" and "The Little Match Girl". His books have been translated into every living language, and today there is no child or adult that has not met
Andersen's whimsical characters. His fairy tales have been adapted to stage and screen countless times, most notably by Disney with the animated films "The Little Mermaid" in 1989
and "Frozen", which is loosely based on "The Snow Queen", in 2013. Thanks to Andersen's contribution to children's literature, his birth date, April 2, is celebrated as International
Children's Book Day.
Jessica is troubled when she learns that the Nutcracker School of Ballet could be closed, but her problems double when she tries to keep a stray kitten at the school until the crowded
animal shelters can find a place for one more.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Toeshoe Trouble
ALSC's Popular Picks for Young Readers
Sugar Plum Ballerinas: Sugar Plums to the Rescue!
vol. 5
Further Adventures of the Family from One End Street
Delphie and the Magic Ballet Shoes
Sugar Plum Ballerinas: Sugar Plums to the Rescue!Jump At The Sun
To find her abducted father and keep her sister safe from the lecherous politicians of 1899 New York City, seventeen-year-old
Clara must journey to the wintry kingdom of Cane, where Anise, queen of the faeries, has ousted the royal family in favor of
herown totalitarian, anti-human regime.
Mia considers the qualities that make her and her other African American friends--who all have different skin tones--pretty.
Prima Ballerina Darcey Bussell takes you on a captivating journey to a faraway land of ballet and magic, the wonderful world of
Enchantia!
The Nutcracker and the Mouse King
Confessions of a Middle Child
A Kid's Guide to African American History
Sugar Plum Ballerinas: Toeshoe Trouble
More than 70 Activities
The Harlem Nutcracker
A ballet slipper-ey slope Brenda Black prides herself on her logical and orderly mind. She studies anatomy books to get a twelve-year head start on medical school, and she idolizes
Leonardo da Vinci. But things go haywire when her spoiled cousin Tiffany comes to visit. At first Brenda tries to ignore Tiffany's constant bragging. But when Tiffany implies that
Brenda is not cultured enough to know who Miss Camilla Freeman is--Miss Camilla Freeman, the very famous prima ballerina--Brenda snaps. She tells Tiffany that not only does she
know who Camilla Freeman is, but she happens to own an autographed pair of her toeshoes. So of course, Tiffany wants to see the shoes. The only problem? The shoes actually
belong to Ms. Debbé, the headmistress of the Nutcracker School! Brenda's anatomy books might get her into medical school, but they can't get her out of this mess--for that, she'll
need the help of her Sugar Plum Sisters!
Featuring contributions by active librarians from around the country, this guide offers a goldmine of quality books for children, spotlighting more than 500 titles published within the
last four years.
A ballet slipper-ey slope Brenda Black prides herself on her logical and orderly mind. She studies anatomy books to get a twelve-year head start on medical school, and she idolizes
Leonardo da Vinci. But things go haywire when her spoiled cousin Tiffany comes to visit. At first Brenda tries to ignore Tiffany's constant bragging. But when Tiffany implies that
Brenda is not cultured enough to know who Miss Camilla Freeman is--Miss Camilla Freeman, the very famous prima ballerina--Brenda snaps.
Brenda Black tells her spoiled cousin Tiffany that she owns a pair of ballerina Camilla Freeman's tap shoes, but then Tiffany demands to see the shoes, which actually belong to the
headmistress of Brenda's ballet school.
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Rosa and the Secret Princess
The Sugar-Plum Tree and Other Verses
Plum Fantastic and Toeshoe Trouble
Sugar Plums for Dry Creek and At Home in Dry Creek
Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy
“An adorable children’s book…about the holidays, inclusion, and magic!” —Kristen Bell, award-winning actress from Frozen and The Good Place “Want to make this holiday more magical? Then get your
copy!” —Allison Janney, award-winning actress from Mom and I, Tonya “Great for kids this holiday season!” —Jessie Tyler Ferguson, award-winning actor from Modern Family From Will & Grace star Sean
Hayes and composer Scott Icenogle comes a modern classic inspired by The Nutcracker about how the Sugar Plum Fairy got her wings. Plum will not stay glum. For as long as she can remember, Plum has
lived at the Mary Fitzgerald Orphanage, wishing and hoping for a family. When a sudden snowfall threatens a delivery of presents on Christmas Eve, Plum is determined to save Christmas—even for the kids
who laugh at her. Plum’s pure heart grants her an unexpected reward. When she eats a cake left behind by a mysterious magician, she is transported into the Land of Sweets. But Christmas here is
threatened, too—by a sourness that is spreading from the center of the land. Plum’s determined to help, and in doing so, she might just find the family she’s always dreamed of, thanks to a good heart—and
Christmas magic!
Triplets Jessica, JoAnn, and Jerzey and their friends in ballet class try to keep the building that houses The Nutcracker School from being torn down, while also trying to rescue a stray kitten.
From the provocative and hilarious EGOT winner, bestselling author, and host of The View, Whoopi Goldberg, comes the perfect antidote to all those outdated relationship advice books in the world, weighing
in on why marriage isn't for everybody, and how the life you want shouldn't be the life everyone else expects you to have. Whoopi Goldberg has been an electrifying, envelope-pushing public figure of many
stripes: acclaimed actor, comedienne, singer, songwriter, author, political activist and talk show host. Now, Whoopi will speak openly about why marriage isn't for everyone, how being alone can be satisfying,
and how what's most important is understanding who you are and what makes you happy. Wise, funny, and conversation-starting, Whoopi's message is sure to resonate with the millions of people who
struggle with relationships every day. Goldberg says: "I get to hear from a lot of different people about relationships and this got me trying to figure out why the divorce rate is SO high. It occurred to me that as
one who has done it badly often, I might have some insight. It's hard to really know the other person's agenda, but if someone says 'you complete me'...RUN!!!"
What do all these people have in common: the first man to die in the American Revolution, a onetime chief of the Crow Nation, the inventors of peanut butter and the portable X-ray machine, and the first
person to make a wooden clock in this country? They were all great African Americans. For parents and teachers interested in fostering cultural awareness among children of all races, this book includes
more than 70 hands-on activities, songs, and games that teach kids about the people, experiences, and events that shaped African American history. This expanded edition contains new material throughout,
including additional information and biographies. Children will have fun designing an African mask, making a medallion like those worn by early abolitionists, playing the rhyming game "Juba," inventing Brer
Rabbit riddles, and creating a unity cup for Kwanzaa. Along the way they will learn about inspiring African American artists, inventors, and heroes like Harriet Tubman, Benjamin Banneker, Rosa Parks,
Langston Hughes, and Louis Armstrong, to name a few.
Prince Dustin and Clara
If Someone Says "You Complete Me," RUN!
How an Old World Ballet Became a Christmas Tradition in the New World
Sugar Plum Ballerinas in Two Acts
Choreographer of The Nutcracker and Swan Lake
Bea in the Nutcracker
Classic yuletide tales from Janet Tronstad's Dry Creek Sugar Plums for Dry Creek Who could resist a five-year-old sugarplum fairy? Certainly not ballet teacher Lizette Baker—or Judd Bowman, little
Amanda's guardian. But Judd's determination to make Amanda happy might require a certain ballet teacher under the Christmas tree! At Home in Dry Creek Single mother Barbara Strong hopes for a
fresh start in Dry Creek. Little does she know her old life has followed her to town. Sheriff Carl Wall offers her his protection, but Barbara must decide if she'll accept the real gift—his love.
Perfectionistic Jerzey Mae desperately wants to be a ballet dancer. But she's frustrated by her own lack of talent--and by her friends' jokes about her terrible dancing. Things get even worse when her
little brother Mason attends her ballet class, totally embarrassing Jerzey in front of her prima ballerina idol, Miss Camilla Freeman. When Jerzey learns that Miss Camilla will be attending their
recital, she's determined not to make a fool of herself again. But her efforts to learn her dance are continually thwarted--until she finds help in a very unexpected place.
Terrel is always in charge, whether she's making lists for grocery shopping (her favorite hobby, AFTER ballet), keeping her brothers in line, or organizing father-daughter time in with her dad. Lately,
though, her dad's been acting a little strange--wearing new clothes and way too much aftershave. Things get even weirder when he surprises Terrel with his new girlfriend during a night out at the
ballet - a night that was supposed to be father-daughter time. What's more, his "date" brought her niece along. A niece who turns out to be Terrel's ballerina nemesis, Tiara Girl! With some Sugar
Plum help, Terrel takes charge of breaking up her father's new relationship.
When the Hope Road Academy holds its annual animal trivia contest, Ruby represents the third grade and competes against two of her older brothers.
The Nutcracker Ballet
Sugar Plum Ballerinas #2: Toeshoe Trouble
One Crazy Summer
Includes a Read-and-Listen
The Nutcracker Suite, Op. 71a
The Loud Book!
From the blare of an alarm clock in the morning to snores and crickets in the evening, simple text explores the many loud noises one might hear during the course of a day.
More adventures with the Ruggles family from One End Street. This time three of them have measles - but it turns out to be a blessing in disguise as they are sent to Dew Drop Inn, a wonderful house in
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the country, while they recover. There are adventures galore - like the time Lily Rose is a bridesmaid, or when Mr Ruggles gets sent the wrong pig, and the day Baby Ruggles sees a cat at the kitchen
window and it turns out to be an escaped tiger!
Meet the Sugar Plum Ballerinas At the Nutcracker School of Ballet in Harlem, young dancers learn to chassé, plié, and jeté with their Sugar Plum Sisters--but things don't always go to plan! As the girls
encounter challenges both on and off stage, they'll need the support of their classmates to carry them through with aplomb. Readers will applaud the first two books in this beloved, New York Times bestselling series celebrating friendship, creativity, and most of all, dance. Plum FantasticAlexandrea Petrakova Johnson does not want to be a beautiful ballerina, and she does not want to leave her friends
in Apple Creek. It's hard enough when her ballet-crazy mother moves the family to Harlem, but when Al is chosen to star in the Nutcracker School of Ballet's big recital, she'll have to contend with her
terrible dancing and a rotten case of stage fright! Can her new classmates help her find her inner Sugar Plum Fairy? Toeshoe TroubleBrenda Black prides herself on her logical and orderly mind. She
studies anatomy books and idolizes Leonardo da Vinci. Things go haywire, though, when her spoiled cousin Tiffany comes to visit. Sick and tired of Tiffany's bragging, Brenda snaps and says she owns an
autographed pair of famous toe shoes. It's a ballet slipper-y slope as the lie gets out of hand, and she'll need her Sugar Plum Sisters to help get her back en pointe!
Bea and her toddler ballet class perform "The Nutcracker."
A Short Story
Julep O'Toole
Whoopi's Big Book of Manners
Sugar Plums to the Rescue!
Nutcracker Nation
Being Also a Medical Botany of the Confederate States; with Practical Information on the Useful Properties of the Trees, Plants and Shrubs

The Life and Works of Lev Ivanov is the first book-length study in any language about this Russian artist - Marius Petipa's
colleague and Tchaikovsky's collaborator - who is widely celebrated and yet virtually unknown. It follows Ivanov from his infancy
in a St Petersburg foundling homethrough his training in the Imperial Theatre School and his celebrity marriage, to a career as a
dancer, regisseur, and choreographer in the St Petersburg Imperial Ballet. Ivanov's artistic world is described, as is his legacy
- some dozen works, including Swan Lake, The Nutcracker, and the famousdances from Prince Igor - which inspired Mikhail Fokine in
the next generation. The book is richly documented, including the first complete publication of Ivanov's memoirs, and hundreds of
citations, many published here for the first time, from state documents, reminiscences, and criticism.
They only have one chance! Prince Dustin and Clara have until the full moon rises. If they fail, the lands Deep in the Black
Forest will be overtaken by the Dark Forces. Wizard Herr Drosselmeyer was able to contain the wicked and ghastly creatures for a
century. However, his spell has now been broken, and the dreadful monsters have been released. The Snow Queen soon realizes that
their dark magic is even more powerful than Drosselmeyer's. The noble queen is out of options to defeat the Dark Forces. 13-yearold Clara, Prince Dustin, and Princess Sugar Plum, a tree fairy, will have to battle a sinister and haunting power before they can
save the kingdoms in the forest. However, it might already be too late. Prince Dustin and Clara ... a classic tale of fantasy and
adventure!
From National Book Award winner Polly Horvath comes a hopping mad mystery that's perfect for Easter baskets everywhere! In this
hilarious chapter book mystery, meet a girl whose parents have been kidnapped by disreputable foxes, and a pair of detectives that
also happen to be bunnies! When Madeline gets home from school one afternoon to discover that her parents have gone missing, she
sets off to find them. So begins a once-in-a-lifetime adventure involving a cast of unforgettable characters. There's Mr. and Mrs.
Bunny, who drive a smart car, wear fedoras, and hate marmots; the Marmot, who loves garlic bread and is a brilliant translator;
and many others. Translated from the Rabbit by Newbery Honor-winning author Polly Horvath, and beautifully illustrated by
Caldecott Medal winner Sophie Blackall, here is a book that kids will both laugh over and love. "National Book Award-winner Polly
Horvath's latest, a rabbity romp complete with whimsical illustrations and a quirky cast of characters, has both the look and feel
of a classic children's book," raves The Washington Post.
Eleven-year-old Delphine has it together. Even though her mother, Cecile, abandoned her and her younger sisters, Vonetta and Fern,
seven years ago. Even though her father and Big Ma will send them from Brooklyn to Oakland, California, to stay with Cecile for
the summer. And even though Delphine will have to take care of her sisters, as usual, and learn the truth about the missing pieces
of the past. When the girls arrive in Oakland in the summer of 1968, Cecile wants nothing to do with them. She makes them eat
Chinese takeout dinners, forbids them to enter her kitchen, and never explains the strange visitors with Afros and black berets
who knock on her door. Rather than spend time with them, Cecile sends Delphine, Vonetta, and Fern to a summer camp sponsored by a
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revolutionary group, the Black Panthers, where the girls get a radical new education. Set during one of the most tumultuous years
in recent American history, one crazy summer is the heartbreaking, funny tale of three girls in search of the mother who abandoned
them—an unforgettable story told by a distinguished author of books for children and teens, Rita Williams-Garcia.
Winterspell
The Beauty of Being a Beast
Sugar Plum Ballerinas #3: Perfectly Prima
Plum
Trivia Queen, 3rd-grade Supreme
Kittie Lacey is the best hairdresser in all of Fairyland. . . A brave, stylish heroine for whom no tangle is too troublesome and no frizz too fearsome! ________ Everyone in
Fairyland is very excited for the winter ballet! It’s all set to be a magical evening. But disaster has struck! The Prince of the Land of Sweets has gone missing, and the
terrible Mouse King and Queen have awful things in mind for the realm. It’s up to Kittie to save the day, but she’ll need some help from the enchanted toys and some
fabulous fairytale fashion! Have you read any more of Kittie’s fairytale adventures? Fairytale Hairdresser and the Princess and the Frog Fairytale Hairdresser and Father
Christmas Fairytale Hairdresser and the Aladdin Fairytale Hairdresser and Snow White Fairytale Hairdresser and Cinderella
A fairytale which includes candymakers, sugarplums and of course The Sugar Plum Fairy. Can Marcus and Mary make enough sugarplums for the greedy King? The Sugar
Plum Fairy comes to the rescue as she dances to Tchaikovsky's famous music from the Nutcracker Ballet.Narrated by Antonia Kidman
On Christmas Eve, a little girl helps break the spell on her wooden nutcracker and watches him turn into a handsome prince, who takes her to his kingdom in the Land of
Sweets.
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